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Overview

This document reports on the evaluation processes and results of the pilot applications developed
and implemented in FollowMe WP I. We summarize architectural and technological concepts used to
implement the pilots, provide a description of the pilot application domains and a user model of the
applications. Furthermore we report on application deployment in the test field and describe the
methodology used for the evaluation process. We deliver the results of the evaluation in form of sta-
tistics derived from usage monitoring and user feedback. Additionally we report on lab tests with
components of the FollowMe framework that have not yet been integrated into the pilot applications
deployed in the field test. We compare the pre-defined pilot success criteria against what has been
achieved in the project both from a technological and a user centered point of view. Finally we out-
line future plans in maintaining the existing pilot applications and developing new applications be-
yond the scope of the project.
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1 Technological Background

The concepts used to develop the pilot applications in WP I were derived from the users’ need for
customizable information retrieval and filtering services. The approach taken was to design a gener-
alized framework for these kind of applications and to use FollowMe architectural concepts and code
libraries to implement it.
In the following sections we outline the concepts of the WP I application framework and describe its
FollowMe-based components.

1.1 Pilot 1 Application Framework

Today the World Wide Web is a loosely coupled and fairly unstructured environment composed of
millions of information consumers and providers. Anyone familiar with the Web knows of its major
contradiction: Whatever information you look for is available somewhere on the net, but locating
the appropriate information sources is extremely time consuming and therefore very costly.
Any solution to this contradiction should aim to leverage the existing infrastructure of the Web to the
worlds largest, truly distributed database. In approaching a solution towards this aim, we identified
the following core issues:
- The usefulness of a database depends not only on the sheer amount of collected data, but on the

applications or services that operate on the contents of the database to provide information in
form of customized results to the users of such systems.

- In order to enable the development of useful database applications, any database needs to pro-
vide a meta-model describing the structure of the offered data.

- To gain the most from largely distributed databases, the development of database applications
should be de-coupled from the maintenance of the databases themselves. That way, the contents
of data sources can be re-used and re-combined when developing new applications according to
the needs of information consumers.

A first analysis of above issues leads to the most important design decision for the WP I pilot appli-
cation framework: to de-couple the roles of service providers and content providers. Service pro-
viders implement applications that make use of raw data offered by content providers. They define
meta-models describing the data structures their applications are capable of dealing with. In order to
enable the service providers’ applications to make use the data offered by a content provider, the
data   needs to be structured according to meta-models that form supersets of the meta- models of
the service providers. This decision leads straightforward to the following core axioms:
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- Users of our applications will no longer (as is with the Web) address content providers to obtain
information in raw or proprietary data format. Instead they will address services that provide
them with already refined information according to their individual needs. The services therefore
need to be customizable by the individual user.

- Services do not operate on a predefined or hard-coded set of data sources, but on specific data
structures. They may use any data source available at runtime that offers relevant data as long as
it offers an interface the service knows how to use.

These axioms impose the introduction of components that glue things together. On the one hand,
users need to have an effective way of locating services that fit their needs. On the other hand, there
need to exist mechanisms that enable services to locate relevant information sources at runtime. The
appropriate concepts to fulfil these requirements are the ideas of brokers, matchmakers or – more
simply – directory services.
Thus the core components of the application framework have been identified as (see figure 1):
- content providers (offering access to data-objects),
- service providers (providing services operating on data available from the content providers),
- information consumers (users of available services) and
- directory services (mediating between the other components).

Service
Directory

Service
Provider

Service
Provider

Users

Information
Directory

Information
Directory

Content
Provider

Content
Provider

Content
Provider

Content
Provider

Information

Figure 1: Core components of the application framework

The FollowMe architectural framework provides agent, scripting and profiling concepts to build up
an agent interaction framework that enables the deployment of agent driven applications meeting the
above stated needs.
In terms of the FollowMe Agent Framework (see WP D, E and F) a service is composed of a com-
ponent related to the information consumer (referred to as task agent) and a component implement-
ing an interface to content providers (referred to as service interaction interface). A special user
related agent (referred to as personal assistant) assists the user in organizing the usage of services
and handling personalized information.
In most client/server or network centric applications currently available on the Internet users connect
to remote applications and specify their interests in form of application specific parameters. All com-
putation is done on the server side and results are delivered to the clients. This enables application
providers to gather and data-mine lots of personalized information about users of their system. In
contrast, within the agent based approach of the FollowMe system, the user’s privacy is respected by
hosting all user related information and computation in a location close to the user and in an envi-
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ronment trusted by the user (see concepts of profiles and information spaces in the FollowMe ar-
chitecture documentation). All agents acting on behalf of a user in FollowMe are instantiated on re-
quest by downloading the respective Java classes from so called agent factories to a user trusted
environment (referred to as FollowMe places). This environment is located on a host with permanent
online connection (i.e. a local ISP).

1.2 Scenario Description

To illustrate the above outlined basic concepts of the WP I application framework we describe a
fairly generic scenario. We assume that the user in the described scenario already owns a personal
assistant and is now on his way to select one of the services offered by service providers. As an ex-
ample we introduce a service that delivers information on regional events (i.e. concerts, cinemas,
markets, exhibitions). This specific service is one of the two applications that have been implemented
to validate the concepts of the application framework (see chapter 2 for details on this specific appli-
cation domain).
Step 1:
A user connects to the system by contacting his personal assistant (PA). The user may then make
changes to his personal diary, i.e. by stating, that he will be reachable by e-mail during working
hours and by fax otherwise (see figure 2).

FollowMe Host

PA - Personal
Assistant

User

Personal Profile

UserName: H.-G. Stein
PAName: Aladin
PAPassword:********

Diary

Mo-Fr 9-17: E-Mail: hgs@fast.de
Other: Fax: 089/123456

Figure 2: Contacting the personal assistant

Step 2:
The user wants to use one (or more) of the offered services.
The PA connects the user to a service directory that allows the user to select a specific service the
user is interested in. Note that the PA does not require any knowledge about specific services. This
de-couples the user specific components (such as the PA) from the rest of the system (available in-
formation sources and services). After selecting a service to subscribe to, the directory service links
to the appropriate service provider (agent factory) and an instance of a task agent representing the
respective service is created on the FollowMe host to service the individual request of its owner (see
figure 3).
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FollowMe Host

PA

Choose a service

Delivers new Portfolio
Management Agents

Agent-Factory Server 1

Delivers new Event
Notification Agents

Agent-Factory Server 2

Task Agent TA Order new Agent

Directory Service for
available Services / Task
Agents

- Portfolio Manager
- Regional Event Service
- Used Car Market
- CD Market
- Real Estate Service
- ...

Directory Server
1

2

...
Figure 3: Instantiation of a new task agent

Step 3:
The user may now provide the new task agent with personalized parameters. In case of an event
notification service, parameters might include specific event types of interest to the user and location
and date of events. Moreover the user specifies  a time schedule defining when he wants the results
of the service to be delivered (see figure 4).

FollowMe Host

User

Task Profile (Event Service)

Report: every day at 18:00

Concerts [Classic]
Only Weekends
Max. distance 50 km

Markets [Antiques]
Any Day
Only in my Town

TA

Figure 4: Defining a task profile

Step 4:
After specifying these input parameters the user may disconnect from the system. The specified
service will execute automatically and in regular intervals according to the user defined schedule.
The agent in charge of executing the respective task will contact another broker (directory service)
that links it to service interaction interfaces at content provider sites relevant to the application do-
main of the task agent (in our example these are providers of information on regional events). All the
agent needs to know is the type of interfaces it is capable of connecting to. There is no need to hard-
code the addresses of content providers within the agent. This de-couples service providers (agent
providers) from content providers. That way, new content providers could join the system by regis-
tering at the directory service without the need for changes to existing services. The same holds for
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the integration of new services operating on data offered by existing content providers. In our exam-
ple the agent connects to servers providing information on regional events and queries these servers
according to the user specified parameters.
The directory service holds meta-data for each service. Based on this meta-data a task agent can
optimize the selection of content providers. In the domain of regional events the meta-data of a
service may contain geographical information on what region is served. By this information the agent
could rule-out content providers that do not serve events relevant for its query.
As described in the architectural framework, all objects and thus agents are potentially mobile. Serv-
ice interaction interfaces are capable of providing an agent runtime environment (a FollowMe place
– see architecture framework). Whether an agents makes use of these mobility features depends on
the type of service the agent is representing. In applications where communication between a task
agent and a service interface is very intensive (i.e. sophisticated negotiation processes) the agent
could be designed to move to the interface instead of remotely connecting to it (see figure 5):

FollowMe Host

Search for Information Providers

Concerts, Markets,
Exhibitions, ...

Event Server Munich

TA
Collect data

Directory Service for
Content Providers

- Stock Information
   - NYSE value server
   - FSE value server
- Event Information
   - Events Landshut
   - Events Munich
   - Events Rosenheim
- ...

Directory Server
1

2

Concerts, Markets,
Exhibitions, ...

Event Server Landshut
Stock information from
NYSE

NYSE stock value server

Figure 5: Task execution

Step 5:
After the task agent finished its task of information retrieval and refining, it stores the information in
the user’s information space for future reference either by the user or by the agent itself (see archi-
tecture framework). In addition the agent might be instructed to deliver reports on new information
to its user. In our example the user instructed the agent to send a report every day at 18:00. Report-
ing might as well be triggered by specific changes to data values or other events (i.e. a stock portfo-
lio management agent might be instructed to report to the user immediately when a share value ex-
ceeded a specified limit).
To send reports to its user, the task agent uses the user access components, which provide gateways
to a variety of devices like mail boxes, phones, pagers or fax machines (see architecture framework).
The kind of device to be used for report delivery is stated in the diary section of the user’s personal
profile. The task agent consults the personal assistant to obtain this information. In our example the
appropriate device for delivering reports at 18:00 is a fax gateway (see figure 6).
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FollowMe Host

TA

Task Profile

Report: every day at 18:00

Diary

Mo-Fr 9-17: e-mail: hgs@fast.de
Other: Fax: 089/123456

PA

User's Desktop
(E-Mail)

Fax 089/123456

User's Phone

Deliver report

Figure 6: Delivering a report

1.3 System Components

With the previous scenario description in mind we now take a closer look at the system components
and how they map onto the components provided by the technical work packages of the FollowMe
project (see figure 7).

user
interaction

lookup
services

User Access
Personal
Assistant

Service Provider
Directory

Task AgentInformation Space

lookup content
providers

Content Provider
Directory

Service Interface

user interaction

sto
re 

da
ta

store data

retrieve information

coordinate
actions

Figure 7: System components of the application framework

Personal Assistant:
The personal assistant in figure 7 is in fact composed of a number of components (figure 8).
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Figure 8: Personal Assistant Components

A personal assistant (PA) represents a single user of the FollowMe system. The role of the PA is to
assist the user in organizing the usage of services. Attached to the PA is the user’s personal profile.
This profile is used to store persistent data about the user. Basically user related data consists of the
user’s name and address, the user’s system access password and a list of the services the user is cur-
rently subscribed to. Since all persistent data is stored in XML (see architecture framework), profiles
can be easily extended according to the needs of the evolving system.
Besides basic persistent data about the user, the personal profile provides a diary functionality that
enables the user to specify how the system may contact him at different points in time (see descrip-
tion of the user access component).
Agents act on behalf of the user while the user is offline. The system therefore provides mechanisms
that enable the scheduling of task execution and reporting. This mechanism is provided by a timer
component as part of the personal profile.
New users might join the system by requesting the instantiation of a new personal assistant. A new
PA is created by instantiating the respective Java classes from a (remote) personal assistant factory.
To allow users to address their PA by the PA’s name (i.e. MyAgent Aladin), there exists a PA direc-
tory mapping PA names to object references.

Task Agent:
The task agent in figure 7 is composed of components similar to those of the PA (see figure 9).
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Figure 9: Task Agent Components

Task agents are agents offering application domain specific functionality. They are capable of using
services with domain specific interfaces. The tasks of an agent can be described in terms of missions
programmed in the scripting language of the FollowMe Agent Framework (see WP D, E and F) or
coded in Java classes. Task agents can communicate with the personal assistant using the message
passing protocols provided by the underlying mobile object workbench (see architecture framework).
Interfaces to content provider services (data-sources) are registered with a content provider direc-
tory service. The directory service may hold meta-data for each service. Based on this meta-data a
task agent can optimize the selection of content providers. In example, these interface descriptions
may provide information on update schedules of the content providers’ databases (i.e. it doesn’t
make sense for an agent to query a content provider for new information every five minutes when
the data sources are updated only once a day).
Attached to a task agent is a task agent profile. The profile contains user specified task parameters
and scheduling information defining when to execute which tasks.
Task agents are created by downloading mission profiles and instantiating the respective Java classes
from a (remote) task agent factory located at a service provider site.

Component Interaction:
As outlined in the scenario description, the user communicates with agents via the user access
through a variety of different device types. User interaction is required to provide the agent system
with personalized instructions on how and when to execute certain tasks on behalf of the user.
Both agent types, personal assistants and task agents, may store the results of their information re-
trieval activities (that is data objects retrieved from content provider sites) in a user’s information
space. Access to stored objects is via location transparent object references. The information space
provides access control mechanisms to ensure that data can be accessed only by authorized agents.
The activities of a user’s task agents are coordinated by the personal assistant. The PA keeps a rec-
ord of all active task agents. Tasks are triggered by the timer component in the personal profile.
Personal assistants link their users to the directory of available services whereas task agents contact
content provider directories to determine which data sources (in form of service interfaces) to use.
This again demonstrates the concept of separating service providers from content providers and thus
freeing the user from having to deal with widely distributed raw data.
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2 Implemented Pilots

In the previous chapter we briefly described the application level architecture used to implement the
pilot applications of WP I. Based on these generic models we implemented two specific services.

2.1 Identification of Knowledge Domains

To identify knowledge domains that are of specific interest to the targeted pilot application test us-
ers, we followed the following pre-survey procedures:
First we introduced the generic concepts of the application architecture to representatives of the Ba-
varian Bürgernetz organization and explained to them the key advantages the architecture offers
compared to other existing information retrieval and management systems. In general they expected
that their users would be especially interested in the concepts of autonomy, personalization and
automated reporting.
Since the Bavarian Bürgernetze continuously have been monitoring their users’ interest and informa-
tion needs for several years, they were able to provide us with a set of knowledge domains they
could foresee that their users would be especially interested in. Two major characteristics of poten-
tial knowledge domains could be identified:
- Domains dealing with information with high regional focus: Regional social events, marketplaces

for purchasing used items (e.g. cars, furniture, sports equipment,...), real estate business
- Domains dealing with highly dynamic information with strong user interest for up-to-date infor-

mation: Financial information services, daily news, weather information services
Secondly we identified potential information or content providers capable of providing access to raw
data for the respective knowledge domain and queried them for their interest in participating in the
pilot trials. It turned out that in specific domains (such as e.g. real estate business, used cars) provid-
ers are not (yet) interested in allowing external applications to browse their data and compare it to
data from other providers. Therefore we had to narrow down the set of potential application do-
mains.
Additionally we wanted to choose domains that offer the opportunity to build applications that fit
well for demonstrating the value-added features of our information retrieval and delivery architec-
ture.
With this information we pinned down the two application domains in which we planned to offer
services to the users of the Bavarian Bürgernetze:
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Domain of regional social events
The content providers in this domain offer information on social events with regional focus. Events
advertised by the content providers might be for example local cinema programs, concerts, theater
performances, flea markets, etc. This specific domain is likely to be of interest to potential users and
demonstrates the value-added features of our information retrieval and delivery architecture due to
the following core characteristics:

- The information has extremely regional focus and is valuable to all Bürgernetz-users.
- The contents are provided by the Bürgernetze themselves (thus getting access to the data is

not a problem at all).
- Any application in this domain requires component personalization by the user.
- Automated and scheduled reporting is of great value (e.g. users state their interest in up-

coming Mozart concerts, forget about it and will be automatically informed whenever such
an event is advertised).

Domain of stock share value information
Information in this domain is on constantly updated share values for stocks traded at major European
and US stock exchanges. Again we summarize the core characteristics of this specific domain related
to the objectives of WP I:

- The information offered is highly dynamic (constantly changing share values).
- Personalization is required for maintaining individual portfolios.
- Automated, instant reporting is of great value (e.g. sending a SMS message to a mobile

phone whenever a share value crosses a user specified limit).
- Publicly accessible content providers can be queried for the required information.

Finally we directly interviewed potential users. We introduced the general key featured of the
planned applications (such as automated information retrieval, automated reporting to various device
types, personalization) and asked them in how far applications offering these features would be
helpful to satisfy their individual everyday information needs. Moreover we described the two appli-
cation domains and asked the users whether they could think of frequently using applications with
above features delivering information related to these domains.
All interviewed persons showed both interest in the general features of the application framework
and interest in the proposed application domains.
The questionnaires used for the interviews and the detailed results have been published in a docu-
ment delivered as a supplement to the WP I requirements deliverable.

2.2 Application Domains and User Models

In this section we describe the domain and user models of the two domains we chose for imple-
menting the pilot applications. The domain and user models are described in terms of actors and
system use cases (for more details see the requirements and design documents of WP I). The use
cases are illustrated by screen shots showing corresponding user interfaces.
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Accessing the personal assistant:
Prior to actually describing the domains we illustrate the user interfaces to the personal assistant:
Connecting to the application is via URL: pictor.fast.de:8888/servlet/fmeproxy/html/b-online.html.
This start page provides an general introduction to personalised information management using our
software-agents. The button next to the FollowMe logo connects to the personal assistant creation
and login page (see figure 10).

Figure 10: Pilot application start page

The personal assistant creation and login page is divided into two sections (see figure 11). New users
may create a new personal assistant by providing a user name and a password of choice. Already
registered users may connect to their personal assistant by entering their user name and their pass-
word. When creating a new personal assistant users are automatically prompted to initially edit their
personal profile (see figure 12). Registered users may choose to edit their profile or to directly con-
nect to a specific task agent (selectable via a list-box). After the personal profile has been edited and
saved, the personal assistant connects the user with the task agents the user did selected from the
list-box in the login dialog.
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Figure 11: Login dialog

Figure 12: Profile dialog
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The domain of regional event notification:
The Regional Event Notification System gathers and delivers information in the domain of social
events (movies, concerts, theatre performances, special markets, etc.).
Referring to the pattern of information latticework (see figure 1), actors in this system are:

- institutions advertising events they host,
- content providers that host databases at which above institutions may register their ads,
- a service provider providing user customisable task agents specialised in gathering and deliv-

ering information on social events,
- people interested in visiting events and thus use the system to obtain event advertisements.

The institutions register their events at content provider sites according to the following data model:
- Type of event (‘What?’): Data on social events is classified according to an extensible three layer

category scheme.
- Geographical location of an event (‘Where?’): A social event takes place at a specific geographi-

cal location.
- Date of event (‘When?’): Events take place at specific moments in time. This information is

coded in event start and event end dates.
The content providers are not restricted to using a specific database model or a specific type of data-
base to store the data. The only constraint is that they have to provide an interface that allows the
task agents provided by the service provider to connect to an ip-port to place a query encoded in a
well-defined SQL-statement. Once content providers have set up a database and a proper interface,
they have to inform the service provider about the ip-address and ip-port number of the interface.
The service provider will then register the interface with the content provider directory service. From
there on task agents may include the new source of information in their information gathering proc-
esses.
In addition to ip-address and ip-port number, the content providers may provide the service provider
with  information defining the boundaries of the geographical area in which events advertised in their
database take place. This information can be attached to the respective registry entry in the content
provider directory service in form of service properties (see documentation of the FollowMe Agent
Framework). The tasks agents may use this information to avoid querying content provider sites that
hold information that is not of interest to the owners of the task agents.
The task agents specialised in the domain of regional social events provide their users with mecha-
nisms to automate retrieval of information structured according to above data model. Users may
declare and maintain an arbitrary number of queries on social events according to their individual
interests. In addition to specifying parameters defining what kind of information users are looking
for, they may declare how and when they want to access the information by providing report delivery
schedules. Reports on upcoming events may be sent via fax or e-mail or accessed online via web-
browsers. Due to their message size limitations SMS devices do not play a major role in this domain.
Users may use SMS to receive a reminder stating that new event advertisements are available for
view via browser. The actual event listings are not sent via SMS.

User interfaces of the event notification task agent :

After successful authentication (and profile editing) users may create a new query, select an existing
query to either delete it or change its configuration or view an online report related to a selected
query (figure 13).
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Figure 13: Creation and selection of queries

In order to instruct their agent on what information it should gather and when this information
should be delivered, users need to fill out a configuration form (see figures 14, 18 and 19) which is
divided into four sections. The first three sections deal with the ‘what, where and when’ of events
that should be returned by the query. The last sections deals with the report delivery schedule.
All events stored in the content provider databases are classified according to a three level category
scheme. In the first section of the configuration form users may define a list of categories into which
the requested information should fit.
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Figure 14: Configuring a query – part 1

When adding to or changing categories in above list, users may either directly select the appropriate
categories by using the form shown in figure 15 or select the categories of choice from a complete
listing of all available categories as shown in figure 16.

Figure 15: Selection of event categories
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Figure 16: Complete category listing

In the next section of the configuration form (figure 14) the user has to specify the geographical area
in which the requested events should take place. Geographical locations in the Event Notification
System are specified in geo-coordinates via a third party geographical information system.
In order to specify the geographical area in which the requested events should take place the user has
to provide geo-coordinates of the centre of the search along with a search radius. To pin down the
coordinates the user specifies an area zip code and connects to the geographical information system
which pops up with a map centred on the area of the specified zip code. From there the user may use
zoom and pin functions to exactly pin down the precise location of the centre of the search.
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Figure 17: The geographical information system

Next, the user has to specify on which weekdays and at which day-times the requested events should
take place. Event start times and event end times can optionally be ignored. If, for example, users are
interested in events starting after 18:00 but don’t care for event end times, they would specify 18:00
as event start and check the ‘ignore event end time’ checkbox.
Additionally the user must specify the maximum time interval allowed between time of reporting and
occurrence of the event (figure 18).

Figure 18: Configuring a query – part 2
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In the last section the user provides information on when (in which intervals) reports on information
about regional events should be sent. To do so, the user specifies a date up to which reports should
be sent on a regular basis (after this date reporting will stop). Next the user specifies at which week-
days and at which day time the reports should be sent. Finally the user specifies an output device
which may be either an e-mail address, a fax number or a SMS number.

Figure 19: Configuring a query – part 3

After submitting the configuration parameters the user may disconnect from the system. Reports on
regional events will be sent automatically according to the specified parameters.
Reports are sent to either fax, SMS or e-mail gateways (where SMS is used only to send a short
message stating that new information had been gathered and could be reviewed via web-browser). In
addition to viewing reports via these output media, users may choose to generate reports online us-
ing their web-browsers. These reports do not triggered new database queries. Instead the results of
the most recent already executed query are used to produce the online report.
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Figure 20: Online reporting

The most important facts on the retrieved data sets are displayed in a table sorted in chronological
order. When requesting more details on a specific data set a new window pops up displaying addi-
tional information (event organiser, web-link) along with a button connecting to the geographical
information system. Pressing this button will bring up a map displaying the location of the event.
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Figure 21: Detailed information on events

The domain of share value information:
The stock portfolio management system provides a constant feed of share values for company stocks
traded at stock exchanges for which value providers have been registered.
The model of distribution of system components and actors slightly differs from the one used in the
event notification system. Since share value information is publicly accessible, there are no content
providers that actively want to advertise specific pieces of information and thus register themselves
at a content provider directory service hosted by a service provider. Instead the service provider it-
self picks suitable publicly accessible share value providers and currency converters to feed share
values to portfolio management task agents. To reduce network traffic by using caching and request
bundling techniques, the service provider components in the stock portfolio management system are
distributed among several hosts as outlined in figure 22 (see design documents for more details).
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Figure 22: Component model in stock portfolio management system

Thus actors in this system are:
- providers of share values feeds, foreign currency converters and stock symbol lookups (content

providers),
- a central service provider hosting a central value server and a content provider directory service

(additionally the central service provider provides a package composed of local value server
modules and user customizable task agents specialized in maintaining a users stock portfolios;
this package can be obtained by local service providers; see below for details)

- local service providers hosting local value servers and providing access to the stock portfolio
management task agents,

- people dealing with stocks and thus use the system to maintain their stock portfolios.
In the current implementation of the stock portfolio management system three types of publicly ac-
cessible content providers register interfaces at the content provider directory service hosted by the
central service provider: share value providers, currency exchange rate servers and stock symbol
lookup servers. These interfaces are registered by type using the concepts of the Agent Framework
trader (see FollowMe Agent Framework documentation). Thus other components may retrieve lists
of interfaces of specific type when performing specific tasks (e.g. convert currencies, retrieve share
values or connect to a symbol lookup interface). Specific types of interfaces are registered with ad-
ditional information (service properties). Share value providers, in example, register the business
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hours of the stock exchanges they service. This enables other components to only query for share
values during stock exchange trading hours (share values do not change when there is no trading).
New provider interfaces of existing type could be integrated without changes to other components.
New interface types could be added to be used by newer versions of service provider components
with extended functionality (e.g. add providers of financial news services).
Task agents in the domain of share value information enable their users to maintain an arbitrary num-
ber of stock portfolios, deposit accounts and transaction logs to trace transactions (buying and sell-
ing shares) between portfolios and deposit accounts. All share values retrieved from the service pro-
vider are automatically converted to the users local currency. Users may periodically receive reports
on the status of their portfolios and deposit accounts via e-mail or fax or review their portfolios on-
line via Web-browser. They may attach limits to each share position they hold. Whenever such a limit
is crossed the agent sends an instant message to the user either via e-mail, fax or mobile phone
(SMS).
To reduce network traffic service provider components have been split into central and local compo-
nents (relative to the location of the task agents – see figure 22). Local providers bundle share value
feed request from all task agents running on their host. Thus share values of a given stock symbol are
only transferred once across the network between the central provider and a local provider even if
more than one agent requests the respective value.

User interfaces of the stock portfolio management task agent:

The first screen send to a user by a portfolio management task agent offers the user to either create a
new stock portfolio, to maintain an existing portfolio (selectable via a list-box) or to specify a re-
porting schedule to define when and how (via which device) the agent should deliver reports.

Figure 23: Portfolio management agent main dialog

The configuration dialog for defining a task agent reporting schedule is similar to one used in the
event notification system. In addition to defining a schedule and a device for delivering standard re-
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ports on portfolios and deposit accounts the user may specify the device to which the agent should
send notification on exceeded share value limits.

Figure 24: Defining a reporting schedule

After selecting a portfolio name from the list-box in the main dialog, the agent displays an overview
on the portfolio contents and the status of the deposit account. From here the user may choose to go
on to a more detailed view (see below), to return to the main page or to reconnect to the personal
assistant.
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Figure 25: Portfolio overview

The detailed portfolio view (figure 26) allows the user to actually maintain the portfolio and the de-
posit account (the detailed view is also displayed when a new portfolio is created). The user may
deposit or withdraw money from the deposit account, protocol special transactions (e.g. share trans-
action fees), review the transaction history (figure 27) or buy or sell shares. To assist users in buying
shares the agent offers links to stock symbol lookup interfaces. The user may attach more than one
value feed to a given stock position in the portfolio (e.g. value of Oracle shares as traded in New
York and Frankfurt). Limits to stock positions may be defined or adjusted anytime.
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Figure 26: Detailed portfolio view

Figure 27: Transaction history
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3 Pilot Deployment and Evaluation

In this section we report on the deployment of the pilot applications in the test field and on the
evaluation methodology and results.
Right from the beginning of the project five pre-selected Bavaria Online nodes were involved in
planning, testing and deployment of the pilot applications (a sixth node only recently joined the trial
phase). Early releases of the software were made available to technicians at the Bürgernetze. Their
bug reports and feedback on system usability served as input for WP I software developers to en-
hance functionality and user interfaces. This iterative process of testing and programming led to the
release of version 1.0 of the event notification application in mid January 99. The first version of the
stock portfolio application was finalised and made available to the public at the end of February 99.
This means that by the time this document has been compiled, the event notification system has been
accessible to Bürgernetz users for 6 weeks. The stock portfolio application has just been published
so there is no real user feedback available yet.

3.1 Application Deployment

The Bürgernetz organisations operate on the basis of voluntary co-workers who maintain the Bür-
gernetz systems during their spare time. Therefore and for maintenance reasons the strategy for de-
ployment of system components of the first releases of the pilot applications was to host as many of
the components as possible at FAST.

Event notification system:
For the event notification system all service provider components, all directory services, the third
party geographical information system, all user agents and device gateways were therefore deployed
on hosts in the FAST internal network. The Bürgernetze currently only act as content providers and
thus host event databases and database interfaces.
To assists the Bürgernetze in setting up these components, we provided them with a Microsoft Ac-
cess database with a web-based front-end for registering event advertisements (implemented using
Microsoft active server pages). We also provided them with a Java-based database interface.
Due to the above mentioned organisational structure of the Bürgernetze, the deployment of these
components did progress slower than expected, so that at present the status of the deployment is as
follows:
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- Three nodes are connected and registered with the content provider directory service using the
example Microsoft Access database. Two of these use the Java database connector provided by
FAST. The other node implemented their own interface in C++.

- The remaining three nodes already host event databases but need to adjust or wrap their data
models to meet the requirements of our system.

- One additional content provider for specific events (cinemas in Munich) is currently under prepa-
ration.

The three already connected databases currently provide information on approximately 700 regional
events taking place between 15th of February and 30th of April 1999. The Bürgernetze have estab-
lished a process for constantly feeding new information into their databases.

Stock portfolio management system:
Due to the experiences made during deployment of the event notification system components we
decided to deploy all components of the first release of the stock portfolio management application
on a set of hosts within the FAST-internal network. Thus it had been possible to grant access to the
application to all Bürgernetz nodes (not only the six nodes selected for the pilot trials). Following
this strategy we expect to obtain feedback from a large number of users of this application within the
near future.

Components currently hosted by FAST are distributed over several machines thus proving that
physical location of components is not an issue at application level (see FollowMe architecture con-
cepts documented in WP A results). Therefore other components such as user agents or device
gateways could be moved to and deployed at Bürgernetz nodes anytime a Bürgernetz volunteers to
host them (see chapter 6: ‘Way forward’ for information on future plans for deployment of compo-
nents at Bürgernetz hosts).

3.2 Evaluation Methodology

To prepare the evaluation of the results of the pilot trials we monitored the usage of the two pilot
applications and collected direct feedback from application users. Both activities are ongoing. This
report presents the intermediate results which line out basic tendencies about the degree of user ac-
ceptance of the new services. However, the size of the samples of both the usage monitoring and the
feedback from the questionnaire are not large enough to provide a statistical sound basis to precisely
measure the degree of acceptance of the new services by the Bürgernetz users.

Usage monitoring:
In order to trace usage of the pilot applications we continuously log the following set of system
events together with their respective timestamps:

- Creation of a new personal assistant,
- creation of or connection to a task agent of a specific type (event notification or stock port-

folio),
- delivery of scheduled reports by a specific type of task agent to a specific type of device (e.g.

event notification agents sends e-mail report),
- delivery of event triggered messages (only in share value domain when limits are exceeded).
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All events are logged in combination with the user defined name of the corresponding personal as-
sistant. Thus we can e.g. measure how often users re-visited their agents during the evaluation period
or whether users usually use only one of the offered task agents.
All logged events created by our test accounts were removed from the log files. Thus all statistics
only reflect activities of real users.

User feedback:
In addition to the usage monitoring we set up a web-based questionnaire to collect direct feedback
from the pilot application users. The questionnaire was publicly announced at the web-sites of the
participating Bürgernetze four weeks after the event notification system had been opened to the pub-
lic. Additionally we e-mailed the owners of all personal assistants using e-mail addresses retrieved
from the users’ personal profiles and pointed them to the web-based questionnaire.
The questionnaire basically consists of two parts. The first part is designed to figure out the users’
general interest in the features of our application framework. We asked the user to value the rele-
vance of automated information retrieval, personalization and scheduled reporting via various de-
vices. We used a four stages ranking with values ‘important’, ‘interesting but not a major issue’, ‘less
important’ and ‘unimportant’.
The second part of the questionnaire relates more specifically to the features of the event notification
system. We asked the users whether the service assists them in obtaining information on regional
social events and in how far they started using it in addition to other information sources like daily
newspapers and other regional press publications. Moreover we asked the users to recommend en-
hancements that would make the service more attractive. We wanted to know whether the new
service adds value to their local Bürgernetz and whether their Bürgernetz should continue spending
resources for further enhancement of the service or for development of new services based on the
same application framework. Again we used a three to four stages ranking in combination with text
fields for suggestions on enhancements and new types of services.

3.3 Evaluation Results

Here we present the statistics derived from the log-files and the results of the user questionnaires.

Usage monitoring
Within the evaluation period of 6 weeks a total of 60 personal assistants has been created. After the
usual peak personal assistant creation events due to the public announcement, the number of new
users did steadily increase during the whole evaluation period (see figure 28).
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Figure 28: Creation of PAs over time

When creating a new personal assistant or connecting to an existing one, the user pre-selects the
service he intends to use (see user interface descriptions in chapter 2). At present this may either be
the event notification or the portfolio management service. After creating or connecting to a personal
assistant, the user is automatically linked to his task agent of respective type (if for the first time, a
respective task agent is created). Therefore, since portfolio task agents had not yet been available
during the evaluation period, creating or connecting to a personal assistant has been equivalent to
creating or connecting to an event notification task agent. The set of observables during the evalua-
tion period is therefore reduced to the following three system events:
- Creation of a personal assistant and an event notification task agent (labeled 'createAgent'),
- login to a previously created personal assistant and task agent (re-visits; labeled 'login'),
- event notification task agent sending report to a specific device (labeled 'sendReport', 'device').
Due to the basic characteristics of the application framework and the implemented services, there are
several aspects of user behavior that cannot be directly measured. The task agents are designed to
gather information autonomously and deliver reports according to user defined schedules. Thus a
user who only logged on to the system once but received reports from his agents periodically may
either really use the information delivered to him or may have decided not to use the system and ig-
nore the messages. With this in mind we now start evaluating the log-files:
Of the 60 registered personal assistants 41 (68 %) delivered reports to their owners. For the follow-
ing interpretations we subtracted the remaining 19 inactive personal assistants/task agents from the
total of 60 so that the following percentage calculations relate to a  total of 41 active personal assis-
tants/task agents.
The most important indicator to measure in how far users actively use the new service(s) is the num-
ber of re-visits (see figure 29). 16 of the 41 owners of active agents (which is 39 %) re-contacted the
system to either define additional information gathering tasks (add queries), to re-adjust the tasks
they defined when they created their agent (re-configure queries), to stop previously defined tasks
(delete queries) or to review results of information gathering tasks via their web-browser. By explic-
itly tracing the activities of these agents we observed that only two of the 16 users with re-visits
logged in to stop their agent from reporting (probably because they didn't find the results delivered
by their agent useful).
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users with re-visits  total # percentage out of 41
0 additional logins 25 61 %
1 additional login 9 22 %
2 additional logins 4 10 %
3 additional logins 1 2 %
> 3 additional logins 2 5 %

Figure 29: Users with re-visits (additional logins)

Finally we take look at the amount of reports delivered by the agents and the device types used for
delivery. During the 6 weeks of usage monitoring a total of 382 reports had been send out by the
event notification agents. Related to the 41 active agents this is 9,3 reports per agents/user during
the 6 weeks or 1,6 reports per agent/user per week, but nearly half of the users (19 out of 41) re-
ceived less than 6 reports, that is less than one per week (see figure 30).

# of reports sent  holds for # of users percentage out of 41
1-5 19 46 %
6-10 9 22 %
11-20 6 15 %
> 21 7 17 %

Figure 30: Number of reports received by the users

Of the 382 reports only 7 were sent to fax devices. The remaining 375 were sent via e-mail (see fig-
ures 31 and 32).

reports sent  total # percentage
total # 382 100 %
sent via e-mail 375 98 %
sent via fax 7 2 %

Figure 31: Devices used to deliver reports
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Figure 32: Reports delivered per day

Delivery to fax devices was only used by two users. One of them used fax exclusively, the other one
also received e-mail reports. The obvious conclusion is that internet users have very little need for
report delivery to fax devices, which is consistent with the feedback we received from users via our
web-based questionnaire (see below). This result is not surprising since the owners of the personal
assistants are presumably those Bürgernetz users that are the most advanced in using the internet and
electronic communication. Fax delivery is likely to be more interesting for users that do not fre-
quently connect to the internet or within application domains were instant notification (even when
the user is not online and thus not able to get notified of incoming e-mails) is more relevant.
As previously mentioned, 19 of the 60 personal assistants never sent a single report to their owners
even after multiple user log-ins (see figure 33). We could think of the following reasons for this:
- The users did not manage to save a valid query, or
- the users did not want to save a valid query, or
- the users saved a valid query but created their agent during the final week of evaluation and the

agent was not yet triggered to send a report, or
- the users saved a valid query but deleted it before it would have been executed for the first time.
The third reason may hold for only two of these users (due to personal assistant creation date). The
most likely of these reasons is the first one. Users who managed to correctly configure their agent
would probably at least wait for the agent delivering one report before they quit using it. The most
obvious conclusion out of this is that the user interfaces are not yet user-friendly enough and the
online help files do not provide enough guidance. This is also consistent with the results of the user
questionnaires (see below).

no sendReport events  total # percentage
total # 19 32 % of 60
0 additional login 13 68 % of 19
1 additional login 4 21 % of 19
2 additional logins 2 11 % of 19
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Figure 33: Agents that did not deliver reports

User feedback
22 users returned the web-based questionnaire published four weeks after the initial publishing of the
event notification system. Compared to the number of personal assistants created (60; see above) this
means that approximately 37% of the system users did provided feedback by filling out the question-
naire. This is quite a high rate of feedback which, as a first result, demonstrates the general interest
of the users in the new application. The results listed below outline basic tendencies about the degree
of user acceptance of the new service. These tendencies will serve as major input for decisions on
future development of the application.
The detailed results of the questionnaire feedback are summarized in the following tables:

Question 1: What are the your most important reasons to use the service?

Question 1.1: Autonomous information gathering by software agents: You don’t have to search
information sources yourself but instruct your agent to do so on your behalf.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
important 13 59 %
interesting 6 27 %
less important 1 5 %
not important 2 9 %

Question 1.2: Personalization: You can customize your agent to search for events that are of per-
sonal interest for you.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
important 13 59 %
interesting 7 32 %
less important 2 9 %
not important 0 0 %

Question 1.3: Automated reporting: You automatically receive scheduled reports from your agent.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
important 14 63 %
interesting 3 14 %
less important 3 14 %
not important 2 9 %
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Question 1.4: Report delivery to various device types: You may instruct your agent to either deliver
reports to fax or e-mail. In addition you may use your browser to review the reports.

Question 1.4.1: Overall relevance of having the ability to choose from various device types.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 21 100 %
important – all device types should be supported 8 38 %
interesting 8 38 %
less important – one device type is sufficient 4 19 %
not important – reviewing in browser in sufficient 1 5 %

Question 1.4.2: Relevance of device type fax.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 21 100 %
important 5 24 %
less important 8 38 %
not important 6 29 %
I don’t have a fax 2 9 %

Question 1.4.3: Relevance of device type e-mail.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 20 100 %
important 18 90 %
less important 1 5 %
not important 1 5 %

Question 1.4.4: Relevance of device type web-browser.

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 21 100 %
important 15 71 %
less important 5 24 %
not important 1 5 %

The feedback from this first block of questions shows that users are equally interested in agent
autonomy, personalization and automated reporting. The users’ need for availability of various de-
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vice types for report delivery is not as high as we expected due to the results of the pre-survey. As is
also reflected by the results of the usage monitoring, delivery to fax devices is not a major issue.

Question 2: Does the new service assist you in your search for information on social events taking
place in your region?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 21 100 %
yes 9 43 %
a little 10 48 %
no 2 9 %

Question 3: Did the introduction of the new service change your habits in information search?
Which sources did/do you mainly use to search for information before/after the new FollowMe
service has been introduced?

before FM after FM
daily newspaper # % # %
total # of answers 22 100 % 21 100 %
very important 11 50 % 7 33 %
important 4 18 % 7 33 %
less important 4 18 % 6 29 %
not important 3 14 % 1 5 %

before FM after FM
regional brochures # % # %
total # of answers 20 100 % 19 100 %
very important 1 5 % 1 5 %
important 6 30 % 8 42 %
less important 12 60 % 8 42 %
not important 1 5 % 2 11 %

before FM after FM
municipality news # % # %
total # of answers 21 100 % 21 100 %
very important 4 19 % 2 9 %
important 5 24 % 6 29 %
less important 8 38 % 7 33 %
not important 4 19 % 6 29 %
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before FM after FM
online internet queries # % # %
total # of answers 21 100 % 20 100 %
very important 4 19 % 5 25 %
important 8 38 % 6 30 %
less important 6 29 % 6 30 %
not important 3 14 % 3 15 %

FollowMe agent service # of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
very important 5 23 %
important 11 50 %
less important 5 23 %
not important 1 4 %

Question 4: What needs to be improved to make the service more attractive?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 21 100 %
user interfaces 7 33 %
more data (content providers) 14 67 %

Here the users had the option to provide other recommendations in a text box. The most frequent
recommendations where to enhance the layout of the e-mail reports and to simplify the category
schemes used to defined the type of events an agent should look for.

According to the feedback to question 3 the new service already slightly reduced the users’ need for
other information sources. However, as derived from feedback to question 2 and 3, users do not yet
use the service as their major source for information on regional social events. This is probably due
to the fact that up to now there is a lack of available content (see feedback to question 4). The par-
ticipating Bürgernetze need to feed more data into their databases and more Bürgernetze need to
join the system to provide a wider area of coverage.

Question 5.1: Does the new service make your Bürgernetz more attractive?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
yes 17 77 %
no 5 23 %
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Question 5.2: Would the service become even more attractive when all Bürgernetze in Bavaria
would provide data on events within their region?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
yes 21 95 %
no 1 5 %

Question 6: Ongoing development of agent based services.

Question 6.1: Should your Bürgernetz invest further resources to improve the service?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
yes 21 95 %
no 1 5 %

Question 6.2: Should your Bürgernetz invest in developing other agent based services?

# of answers percentage
total # of answers 22 100 %
yes 19 86 %
no 3 14 %

Here the users were asked to provide recommendations for other application domains. They pro-
posed to develop services for travel assistance, flea markets, markets for cars, apartment rental,
and computer equipment, call for tenders, mediation of e-mail contacts to people with similar inter-
ests and news services for politics, stocks, sports and economics.

Feedback on questions 5 and 6 clearly indicates that users welcome the new service and its basic
concepts. They know and accept that the current release is still a prototype but believe that it will
become more user friendly and more useful within future releases. Since they are well aware of the
limited resources of their Bürgernetz operators, especially the positive results of question 6 indicate
that the users have confidence in the new type of services. The recommendations for new types of
agent based services show that users have well understood the basic concepts of the application
framework and its applicability to all domains that involve information brokerage, information gath-
ering and information filtering on the basis of a user’s personal interests.
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4 Additional Lab-Tests

4.1 Pilot application implementations and the Agent
Framework

Development of the modules that make up the component-ware tool box implementing the Fol-
lowMe framework has been an ongoing process until the very end of the project. Due to the narrow
time schedule of the project the technical work packages applied a gradual release plan with extend-
ing functionality. In order to release the pilot applications and to start the field tests on schedule, the
pilot application work package adopted a two tiered implementation strategy:
- an implementation of the pilot application targeted for the field tests, that used the available sta-

bilized components of the other work packages and implemented simplified versions of the miss-
ing functionality

- lab tests that exploited the full power of the gradually developing technical framework
Pilot application releases used for the field tests are built on the core Agent Framework components
of personal profiles, agent traders and diary alarms. They are integrated with the user access compo-
nent to communicate with various device gateways. Information space functionality is used to ensure
the capability to restart after system failure.

4.2 Lab tests with latest Agent Framework releases

In addition to maintaining the releases used for the field tests, pilot application developers started a
series of additional (still ongoing) lab tests with the latest release (version 1.4) of the Agent Frame-
work. The core objective of these lab tests is to integrate the domain specific parts (Java libraries) of
the pilot applications into the Agent Framework’s agent creation and maintenance environment
which involves the following tasks:
- wrapping of application specific libraries in scripted agent missions,
- registering these missions with the Agent Framework mission trader,
- implementation of XML/XSL-based user interfaces to the personal assistant factory and the per-

sonal assistants (including launch options for missions registered with the trader),
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- passing ‘contact task agent’ request from the mission to the application specific libraries so the
user can interact with the task agents.

After this integration process has been successfully completed,  mobility features that come with the
Agent Framework and allow to move personal assistants and task agents will be tested. The tests will
conclude with a robustness and scalability analysis of the Agent Framework.
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5 Validation of Success Criteria

The role of the pilot application work packages within the FollowMe project was to measure the
applicability of both the FollowMe architectural concepts and their implementations by the technical
work packages. We therefore now summarize work package I success criteria and discuss in how far
these criteria have been met by work package I results.
The work package I pilot applications are considered successful if:
1. they match the application demands of the users in the test field (Bavaria Online users),
2. they were designed using the FollowMe architecture framework (work package A),
3. their implementations build on modules/libraries developed in the technical WPs, as there are:

- mobility of code (while preserving state) – WP B,
- security of private data – WP B,
- persistent storage of Java objects – WP C,
- agent framework concepts – WP DEF:

- de-coupling of user specific and service specific components (personal assistants and task
agents),

- autonomous agents acting against services (while user may be offline),
- personalized agent missions,
- scripting model for agent missions,

- mobility of users – WP H,
- monitoring and data mining facilities – WP G,

4. feedback from pilot applications design and development to technical work packages assisted in
enhancing quality of the latter (e.g. with respect to scalability and robustness),

5. there is evidence that the FollowMe architectural framework and the libraries provided by the
technical work packages simplified application design and development (compared to other engi-
neering frameworks).

Success criteria 1: applications meet user demands
As outlined in chapter 3 first feedback from users of the event notification system showed that these
users are highly interested in the concepts of the application framework (automated, user customiza-
ble information retrieval and scheduled report delivery). The value-added features of the event notifi-
cation system are considered useful for satisfying the users’ every day information needs and the us-
ers are looking forward to access more information services of the same type. The major complaints
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about the first releases of the pilot applications were that user interfaces need to be enhanced and
that content providers need to offer more data. This criticism is not related to the basic features and
core characteristics of the applications. Thus we can conclude that the work package I pilot applica-
tions provide the Bavaria Online users with access to a new type of services with characteristics con-
sidered useful by most of the users and thus meet the users’ application demands.

Success criteria 2: FollowMe architecture concepts were used to design the applications
The application framework developed in work package I (see chapter 1) is designed to build infor-
mation services in dynamically changing distributed scenarios: Information sources (content provid-
ers), service components (service providers, task agent factories) and user specific components (per-
sonal assistants, user profiles) might be added to the system at runtime regardless of their physical
location.
Location transparency at application component level is a basic concept of the protocol layer (part of
work package B) of the FollowMe architecture. The concept of de-coupling components related to
users, service providers and content providers is directly inherited from the agent framework layer
(work packages D, E and F) of the FollowMe architecture. The same holds for the concepts of
autonomous, user customizable task executors that act against service interfaces while their
owner/user might be off-line. In fact the concepts and the early design of the application framework
served as important input for the agent framework architecture.
Users of work package I applications may receive information via various devices. This concept is
derived from the user access part (work package H) of the FollowMe architecture.

Success criteria 3: Work package I used code libraries from FollowMe technical work packages
We now step through all technical work packages and describe in how far (and for what reasons)
work package I applications have been implemented using FollowMe code libraries.
Work package B (MOW) provides a protocol layer mobile object system that allows encapsulation
of Java objects in clusters that can be moved around a network while preserving state and references
to or by other objects/clusters. Although the pilot applications use MOW’s models for remote
method invocations (instead of e.g. Java RMI) there is no direct need for code mobility. The cur-
rently publicly accessible versions of the applications do not require personal assistants or task agents
to be mobile. However, code mobility might proof helpful to implement load balancing strategies
when the number of Bürgernetz users increases. Prototypic versions allowing mobility of agents are
currently tested in the lab (see chapter 4).
Work package C (Information Space) provides persistent storage facilities for any Java objects. This
is extensively used in the pilot applications to store and retrieve all kind of objects holding user spe-
cific data (e.g. personal profiles, task agent configurations, objects encapsulating results from infor-
mation retrieval activities). Since personalized components like personal assistants and task agents
are usually long lived (task agents may be instructed to continuously gather information and deliver
reports for month), reliable persistent storage is a major issue in our applications.
Work package D, E and F provide an agent development framework composed of a number of indi-
vidual components of which some have been used in the currently publicly available releases of the
applications. The pilot applications’ personal profiles build on work package E class libraries. To
trigger time dependent agent activities work package D’s alarm implementation has been used. The
agent framework trader has been used to register interfaces to content provider sites along with pro-
vider specific interface properties (e.g. information of area of coverage in event notification system –
see chapter 2). Due to the fact that a fully operational and complete version of the agent framework
became available very late in the project, a full integration of the application specific components into
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the complete agent framework could only be tested in the lab (see chapter 4 for lab tests and chapter
6 for a description on plans for future releases of FollowMe based information services in the context
of Bavaria Online).
Work package G (Service Deployment) provides usage monitoring and load prediction facilities that
were not used in work package I pilot applications.
Work package H (User Access) provides gateways to a variety of different I/O-devices. The inter-
faces to these devices allow other components to receive and send messages in a standardized way
using latest XML and XSL specifications. Our pilot applications use these interfaces to communicate
with the users. By using the User Access components work package I developers were relieved of
having to deal with all kind of different output formats (e.g. fax, e-mail, SMS, html).

Success criteria 4: Feedback from pilot applications design and development helped to enhance
quality of technical work packages
During the whole project, workshops and e-mail communication were used to constantly feed back
work package I experiences to the developers of the code libraries of the technical work packages to
help enhance the functionality and robustness of their products. To name but a few examples of such
feedback processes:
- Results of the requirement analysis of work package I were fed back to the developers of the

agent framework. Concepts developed as part of the application framework of work package I
were integrated into the agent framework architecture.

- The first release of the MOW only allowed to pass messages of a maximum size of 8 kb. We
soon discovered that we could not send our XML/XSL based reports from agents to user access
components or from agents to the information space with this restriction. The restriction has
been removed with release 2.0 of the MOW.

- The pilot application trials in the field test only recently showed some limitations in the number
of objects that can be stored in a single store within the information space. Information Space
developers then provided a solution to that problem.

- Limitations in the MOW 2.0 release of the information space didn’t allow task agents created by
the agent framework to restore their state after a system failure. This was a serious problem in
our scenarios were agents are usually long-lived and recovery of state after system failure is es-
sential. The problem will be solved with the upcoming release of the Agent Framework that will
build on MOW 2.1

Success criteria 5: FollowMe technology simplifies application development
The FollowMe framework is build around a set of independent components that can be used in a
variety of different contexts. For the development of the work package I pilot applications the fol-
lowing modules proved to be most valuable from application developers point of view:
1. The User Access modules relieved our application developers of having to deal with a variety of

different device types and file formats themselves. By using the User Access modules and device
gateways they just had to program their agent components to encapsulate the data in pre-defined
XML structures, define report layouts in static XSL files and send these to the User Access along
with instructions on which device to send the report to.

2. The Information Space modules provided application developers with easy to use interfaces to
persistently  store (and retrieve) any Java object. This relieved them from having to deal with
object (de-)serialization themselves.
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3. Location transparency on application level provided by the underlying MOW protocol layer al-
lowed application developers to distribute objects and components over the network without
having to deal with the details of object locations when handling object references.
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6 Way Forward

As detailed in previous sections, the deployment of the two pilot application services in the Bürger-
netz-environment has only just began. The services have been successfully introduced at three Bür-
gernetz nodes. The early feedback from the users will be used to enhance the quality of the services
in future versions. A new major release is scheduled for April 99. At the same time, the services will
be made available to Bürgernetz nodes all over Bavaria. The service has already been demonstrated
in an exhibition at the Bavaria Online user congress and the feedback from Bürgernetz users as well
as operators and officials from the local governmental institutions has been very positive.
By request of the head organization of Bavarian Bürgernetz nodes FAST will host and maintain the
services for at least one more year. The Bürgernetze themselves declared strong interest in working
on enhancements especially on the user interface parts.
As outlined in chapter 3 users already made suggestions for a variety of additional services in other
domains. The operators of the Bürgernetz nodes are currently evaluating in which of these domains
they could build up a network of content providers similar to the one in the event notification sce-
nario. From a technical viewpoint the implementation of new services would only require few ad-
justments to the existing software modules. Main effort would be the definition of the domain spe-
cific data models and the implementation of suitable data bases.
In addition, FAST started with the design of a billing protocol that could be plugged into the appli-
cation architecture so that services could bill agents for the information they offer.
In co-operation with another providers of agent-based applications FAST is working on combining
the event notification system with a route-planning agent. The communication will be based on the
FIPA standard ACL. The results of this project shall then be generalized towards building agent bro-
kers for heterogeneous agent scenarios.


